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An anisotropic model of the Bianchi type I is considered within the framework of general relativity, 
assuming that the sources of the gravitational field are matter with the equation of state p'" (y - l)e 
and free neutrinos. A covariant Dirac equation for four-component neutrinos is used to describe the 
two fluxes of two-component neutrinos. A qualltati ve analysis of the Einstein equations is given for 
the case of axial symmetry and different equations of state. Analytic expressions are obtained for 
the case of the ultrarelativistic equation of state e '" 3p, as well as for e '" p. The influence of free 
neutrino fluxes on the dynamics is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

RELATIVISTIC cosmology in the general theory of 
relativity (GTR) studies homogeneous anisotropic 
models, where during the early stages the dynamics of 
the universe is substantially anisotropic, and which in 
some cases become asymptoticallY isotropic. In these 
models one has to consider as sources of the gravita
tional field, in addition to matter with isotropic pres
sure, also weakly interacting particles [1,2]. In this 
paper we consider gravitational fields in a type I 
anisotropic model according to the Bianchi classifica
tion (with a three-dimensional Euclidean co-moving 
space) with matter and neutrinos moving freely along 
one of the axes. During the early stages of evolution 
of the "hot" model of theUniverse,dissipative proces
ses with the participation of neutrinos are important; 
for the description of such processes it is necessary 
to take into account in the energy-momentum tensor 
the contribution related to such processes [1-6]. In the 
present paper this contribution is not considered and 
the influence of the expansion of free neutrinos on the 
dynamiCS is studied, free neutrinos which appear after 
the neutrinos are separated from the matter, according 
to the ideas developed inP ]. 

The metric in the type I Bianchi model has the form 

ds'= (CdT)'-RNt) (th')'-R"(T) (dx')'-R,'(T) (th') , (1.1) 

(the notations are those of [7 1, c is the velocity of light) 
with functions Ra( T), a '" 1, 2, 3 which have the repre
sentation 

811 

R.=Re'., IR]=e-°; ~,=~, ~+~,+~,=O. (1.2) 

We shall assume that the system (1.1) accompanies 
the matter, so that the 4-velocity of the matter ui '" 6~, 
the expansion scalar is (the dot means differentiation 
with respect to the time T) 

8=RIR=-Q, (1.3) 

and the non vanishing components of the displacement 
tensor 

have the form 

q,'=~, q"=~" q33=~3' q' ... q"q"=~'+~2'+~'" (1.4) 

In the Einstein equations of GTR 

(1.5) 

the energy-momentum tensor is the sum of the appro
priate tensors for matter with isotropic pressure and 
for the neutrinqs (Tik) N (Sec. 2): 

T.'= (e+p)uiu'-p6,"+ (T/)N. 

We shall use an equation of state for matter in the 
form 

p=(y-1)e, 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

where p is the pressure and e is the energy density. 
The constant y may have values in the interval from 
y '" 1 (matter in the form of dust, p '" 0) to y '" 2 
(matter with an extremely rigid equation of state, with 
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the velocity of sound equal to the velocity of light). For 
1 ::; y < 2 the axially symmetric case is considered 
qualitatively. This case corresponds to taking in (1.1), 
(1.2), (1.4) the values 

(1.1a) 

For the equation of state e = 3p we have been able to 
obtain analytic solutions. For y = 2 the case of the 
metric (1.1) is considered in Sec. 3. 

2. SPINORS IN THE ANISOTROPIC MODEL 

In order to describe simultaneously the two fluxes 
of two-component neutrinos, we consider the bispinor 
zp, formed by the two two-component spinors ~ and 
1'/ [8]: 

For dJ we have the Dirac equation in its covariant 
form (9,10] : 

a\j1 _ aiji () 
'YiV,'I\J=O; Vi\j1'""--f,'i', V,\j1""-+ijif, 2.2 

ax' ax' 

In an orthonormal frame with the Pfaffian forms 
eP (p, q vary from 0 to 3; gpq = diag( +1, -1, -1, -1» 
we have PO] 

ds' = g"dx'dx' = g.,8'8', 
(2.3) 

'Y' = a.'''(', "('y' + y'y' = 2g"'l, f, = '/. (a.'ab.' / ax' - f"')'Yli 

We select for yP the spinor representation with the 
Pauli matrices (71,2,3[8]: 

,=(0/) ,=(0-0,) ,=(0-0,) ,=(0-0')l2.4) 
y 1 ° ' Y 0, ° ' y 0, ° ,y 0, ° 
Here 1'/ and ~ satisfy the Weyl equations for the neu
trino and antineutrino, respectively (or, more generally, 
of two types). 

For the solution (2.2) it is convenient to represent 
the metric (1.1) in the form 

ds' = R,' (1']) [dl']' - (dx') '] - R.'(I']) (dx') , - R,' (1']) (dx') " R,dTj = c~,. 
(2.5) 

According to (2.3) we have for (2.5) 

f, = 0, f, = H,y'y', f, = H,y'y', f. = H,y'y', If. = d In R. / 2R,dl']. 

We shall assume that zp does not depend on x2 and 
x3. With the notation 

s' = A"exp (iql"), 1']" = M,exp (i\j1,), a = 1, 2, (2.6) 

we obtain a solution of (2.2) for (2.5), taking (2.4) into 
account, in the form 

(A")'R' = P'(I'] =t= x'), <p' = <1>'(Tj =t= x'), 

M.'l/'=X,(I'] ±X'), 'i',='!',(Tj ±X'), 

where the upper sign corresponds to a = 1, and the 
lower one to a = 2. 

(2.7) 

The energy-momentum tensor of the neutrino field 
equals (if! = zp* )70)(10] 

(T .. )N = '!.illc[i!i'YiV.\j1 + i!i'Y. V,1jJ - (V.iji)-yi\j1 - (V,1ji)wp]. (2.8) 

The condition that the components with i = 0, 1; k = 2 
and i = 0, 1; k = 3 in (2.8) vanish, condition which fol
lows from (1.5) for (2.5), leads to the imposition of the 
requirement 

X, = F' = ° or X' = F' = ° (2.9) 

~r Xl =. F2 = 0 or X2 = Fl = O. The current four-vector 
jl = lPylzp for the solution (2.7) and the metric (2.5) has 
the representation 

j' = [ (F' + x') Ii + (P' + XI) mil / R,'R,R" (2.10) 

j'iI = 4(FI + x') (F' + XI) / R'; 

I' = II,' + III', m' = II,' -Il,', 1'1, = mimi = ° (2.11) 

with the isotropic four-vectors Zi and mi. In the case 
(2.9) the current four-vector (2.10) formed as a super
pOSition of isotropic current four-vectors of the two 
neutrino fluxes with antiparallel momenta along the 
xl-direction is timelike. (The case Xl = F2 = 0 or X2 
= Fl = 0 would correspond to fluxes with parallel 
momenta and isotropic total four-current.) 

Under these conditions we obtain an expression for 
(2.8) in (1.6) for the metric (2.5) in the form (with the 
isotropic vectors (2.11» 

(Tf)N = Ilc[B(1'] - Xl)l,l' + A (I'] + x')mim'] / R,'R,R" (2.12) 

B (I'] - Xl) = - [FI (<1>')' + ..x,'!','], A (I'] + Xl) = - [F' (<1>')' + XI'!'.'] 
(2.12a.) 

(the differentiation is with respect to the arguments of 
the appropriate functions). 

For the type I Bianchi model Hal = 0 in (1.5), (1.6). 
According to (2.12), (1.6) the condition Xl = F2 = 0 or 
X2 = Fl = 0 is then impossible. In the model under 
consideration the case (2.9) is realized, corresponding 
to the presence of two neutrino fluxes along Xl with 
timelike total four-current. We shall consider the case 
of a type I Bianchi model, when the system with the 
metric (1.1), (2.5) is accompanying. Then from ROl = 01 
we have according to (2.12), (2.11), (2.12a) 

(Tot) N = 0, B(I'] - Xl) = A (I'] + x') = A o = const, (2.13) 

(<1>')'=-;" '!','=_A. or(<1>I)I=-~,o ,''l'1'=-~.(2.13a.) 
x, " x, 

The two possibilities in (2.9), (2.13a) correspond to two 
opposite values of the projections of the neutrino mo
mentum on the Xl axis. The equation (2.6), (2.7), (2.9), 
(2.13) give expressions for the spinors ~,1/. Accord
ing to (2.13), (2.12) for nonvanishing components in 
(1.6), we have l) 

(TOO)N = - (TI')N = 21lcAo / RI'R,R •. (2.14) 

We note that the general properties of the neutrino 
field in curved space have been considered by a series 
of authors[lQ-15]. 

3. INVESTIGATION OF THE EINSTEIN EQUATIONS 
IN THE BIANCHI TYPE I MODEL 

In the present section we shall use expressions for 
the metric in the form (1.1)-(1.4). According to the 
conservation laws[l6] 

.• [u'(e+ p)] (s dp ) u'(T, );.... = 0, B(p)= exp --
B(p) ;' e + p 

l)The expression (2.14), which determines the gravitational field, is 
in general valid in the presence of two fluxes, each of which may consist 
of neutrinos and antineutrinos of both kinds with spins parallel or antipar
allel to the x' axis, so that for one of the fluxes the spinors depend on 
T/ + Xl, and for the other on T/-Xl. 
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we have for the equation of state (1.7) 

e = K / R'" K =Dc' / 8nk = consl. (3.1) 

From the Einstein equations we use those corre
sponding to Rg, R~ - (Ya) R~ and ~, which, with the 
aid of (1.2), (1.3), (2.14) and (3.1), can be reduced to 
the form 

d(R'8) 3D(2 - y) 8nk 
Ne-' = - 38R ---- R'-" N = -- . 21icA. = const 

dQ 2 'c' (3'.2) 

Ne-'=~R8-.!!....(R38~) (3.3) 
2 dQ dQ' 

d8 d8 -128' _ 8' [(~)' + (dfI')' + (d~, )'] + D(4 -3y) O. 
dQ dQ dQ dQ R" (3.4) 

In the case when R2 '" Rs it also follows from R~ - R~ 
that 

dll,a. d~ () _=_-__ , ~,=- ~+~" a.=const. 
dQ 8R' 2dQ 

(3.5) 

For 1:s y < 2 in (1.7) we shall consider the axially 
symmetric case R2 = Rs with a o = 0 in (3.5). We in
troduce the variables [l7] 

A= 8~R3y=(8:,k);" W=:~. (3.6) 

According to (lola) and (1.4) we have 

q' = 3~"(3' / 2 = 3~"D /2"R", 

which clarifies the physical meaning of the variable {:3' 
as the ratio of the invariant of the displacement tensor 
q to the dilation scalar (H). 

The system (3.2)-(3.4) yields (ao = 0, (32 = (33 
= -(3/2) 

d,,/ dQ = '1.,,[2(4 - 3y) (" - 3) - W'], 

(3.7) 

(3.8a) 

d~' / dQ = '/"{-8,, + 24 + W[12 + 2(4-3y)" - 3~" - 6~']}. 
(3.8b) 

The equation for dj3'/dA can be investigated quali
tatively; the fields of integral curves of (3.8a), (3.8b) 
for A 2: 0 are illustrated in Fig. 1 for 1 :s y < %, and 
on Fig. 2 for % < y < 2. The arrows indicate the direc
tion of increasing O. To the singular state R = 0 cor
responds n = + 00, and to R = 00 corresponds ft = - o(). 

From the meaning of (3.6) we have A 2: 0 for e > O. 

FIG. I FIG. 2 

FIG. I. The field of integral curves of the equation for df3' /dX (3.8a), 
(3.Bb)for I <;''Y < 4/3. 

FIG. 2. The field of integral curves of the equation for df3' /dX (3.Ba), 
(3.8b) for 4/3 < 'Y < 2. 

To the case of the absence of neutrinos (N = 0) for 
e '" 0 according to (3.7) corresponds (for any y) the 
following solution of (3.8a) and (3.8b): 

4" = 12 - 3~", 3 -" = k, exp [-3(2 - y)Q], k, = const. (3.9) 

In this case the singular point with A = 3, (3' = 0 (the 
point A in Figs. 1 and 2) corresponds to the isotropic 
Friedman solution in the flat model: 8 2 = D/3Rsy, 
(3 = const. The singular pOints Band C correspond to 
the two Kasner anisotropic solutions in vacuum 
(e = 0, N = 0) [7]. For the solution corresponding to the 
point B with A = 0, (3' = 2, taking into account (3.3), we 
have 

(3 = k, 1 R', k, = const, ~ = 2(Q - Q.). (3.10) 

In this case in the singular state R - 0 the geometry 
has the configuration of a "filament" ("cigar" (18,19]). 

For the solution corresponding to the point C with 
A = 0, (3' = -2, the geometry in the Singular state has 
the configuration of a "pancake" (8 = ko/R3, 
(3 = -2 U~ - 0 0». The portions of (3.9) with (3' > 0 and 
(3' < 0 correspond to two types of axially symmetric 
solutions for N = 0, e > 0, which near the singularity 
have different asymptotic behavior, corresponding to 
the "filament" type (3.10), and the "pancake" type, 
respectively. 

To the presence of a neutrino field with positive 
energy denSity correspond values Ao> 0, N> 0, ac
cording to (2.14). In the (A, (3') plane one should then 
consider the interior of the region bounded by the inte
gral curves A = 0 and the parabola (3.9). The picture 
of the integral curves is different for 1 :s y < % (Fig. 
1) and for % < y < 2 (Fig. 2). 

For 1 :s y < % (in particular for dustlike matter) 
all integral curves (as 0 increases) go out of A and 
arrive in B. In the case under conSideration, for N > 0, 
all solutions have near the singularity an asymptotic 
behavior of the "filament" type (3.10); in the axially 
symmetric case, for N> 0, a singular state of the 
"pancake" type is not realized. For all solutions in 
Fig. 1 for N> 0 the function (3' vanishes, except at the 
point A, also in the intermediate state for A < 3, cor
responding to the vanishing of the invariant q2 (l.la), 
(1.4). Asymptotically, for R - 00 and for 1:s y < % 
the solutions tend to the Friedman solutions according 
to the relations 

,,~3 - exp [(4 - 3y) (Q - Q,) ], R" ~ 3/4v'l>r;', ~ ~ ~.R3,-,. (3.11) 

A comparison of (3.11) with (3.9) shows that for dust
like matter (and in general, for 1 :s y < %) for fixed 
A(Le., S2RS) the quantity (312 (i.e., q2/( 2) tends to 
zero for N > 0 and R - 00 faster than for N = 0 (at 
the same time e (3 - 1) so that the presence of free 
neutrinos for 1 s y < % accelerates the isotropization. 

For % < y < 2 (Fig. 2) the picture of the integral 
curves changes. For N> 0 there is a solution corre
sponding to the singular point D2: 

"=AD=t/,(2-y), '~'=~D'=4-3y, 

R"-' =D(2-3V)'("t"-"t",)' /18(2 - v). 
(3.12) 

2) An analogous situation for 4/3 < 'Y < 2 occurs for the homoge
neous Bianchi type I model with matter and a magnetic field [18-20 J . 
For the analysis one can also use the variables (3.6). 
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Near the singularity (T - Tl) the solution (3.12) does 
not exhibit Kasner asymptotic behavior: Rl - 0, R2 
- 0, and we have a point singularity. (3.12) does not 
become isotropic as T - 00. For N > 0 there is also a 
solution corresponding to the curve D starting from 
A, having near the singularity (A) the asymptotic be
havior (3.11) for 0- +00, T - 0 (a point singularity 
with Friedman behavior of R( T », and for R - 00 it 
has the asymptotic behavior (3.12). The other integral 
curves in the region N start at D and end in B and the 
corresponding solutions for R - 0 have "filament" 
singularities (3.10), and for R - 00 have the asymp
totic behavior (3.12) and do not become isotropized. 

Let us consider the ultrarelativistic equation of 
state e = 3p, I' = ?"s, which describes matter near the 
singularity with e = 00. In this case the singular pOints 
D and A coincide, and thus A takes on a more com
plicated character. For I' = % it is possible to obtain 
analytic solutions. We introduce the new variables ~ 

and b by means of the relations (N '" 0) 

(3.13) 

Then (3.7), together with (3.1), (2.14) and (3.2) yields 

e-~ = Ds / N, (T.') N / e = S, (3.14a) 

whereas (3.8a) and (3.8b) with N'" 0 lead to the linear 
equation 

dSi d~ = [6<3 - N~Z) + 31 / 3~, 

from which we obtain (bO = const) 
1 

S = ~exp(-N~'/6) J t-'exp(Nt'/6)dt. 
I, 

From (3.8a) and (3.8b) it also follows that 

R = e-Q =R. exp (N~' / 6) 151\ R. = const, 

d'l: = ±RZe~/2d~ = ±R,R,dt. 

(3.15) 

(3.15a) 

(3.14b) 

Equations (3.14a), (3.14b), (3.14c), (3.15a) and (3.1) 
determine the solution in parametric form for y = %. 

For N> 0, ~ 2: 0 in (3.14a) and the variable b in 
(3.15a)varies from b '" bO > 0 (b '" 0) to b - +00 or from 
b => bO <0 (b ,. 0) to b - _00 (b-o). The value b '" bO 
corresponds to the Singular state with the "filament" 
asymptotic behavior (3.10). Near the singularity the 
asymptotic formulas have the expression (to an accu
racy better than the Kasnerian; b = bO( 1 + h), h « 1) 

R - h'/' (1 + 1/4Nr,/h),. 

'I: - '1:. - h"'(1 + '/20N~.'h), 6"" h(l- '/.N~.'h). 

The value {; - + 00 for bO > 0 or b - - 00 for b 0 < 0 
corresponds to R - 00, 1 T 1 - co. Then according to 
(3.15), (3.14a) we have ~ ~ 3/N e, e-{3 - 0, so that 
the solution under consideration does not become 
asymptotically isotropiC. The quantity {3' vanishes, in 
addition to the asymptotic state, also in the intermedi
ate state for A < 3 (with q2 also vanishing). The ratio 
of the energy denSity of the neutrino field and matter 
tends to .zero for R - 0, according to (3.14a) « TZ) N 
- 00) as well as for R - 00. 

The equations (3.13)-(3.15), obtained for N'" 0 lose 
their applicability for N = O. For N = 0 the solution for 
I' = % in the form with the parameter (with asymptotic 

behavior (3.10) [21]), has, according to (3.14a), the form 

R' = Ro' (exp [2K.(~ - to) I _. exp [Ko(~ - ~o) n, 
e-~ = K. (1- exp [-K.(~ - ~o) n, K. = const. 

For N = 0 the function {3' does not change Sign and does 
not vanish for A < 3. 

We consider the problem of the angular dependence 
of the temperature of the background radiation in the 
presence of a directed neutrino flux in the anisotropiC 
model: The instant when the matter becomes trans
parent for radiation is denoted by the index s. This 
instant is realized after the neutrinos are separated 
from matter and corresponds to a state of ultrarela
tivistic plasma (e = 3p) with temperature Ts (con
stant in the angles) and free neutrinos; for this state 
the exact solution (3.14), (3.15) is valid. At the instant 
of observation, denoted by the index 0, the background 
radiation has a Planck spectrum corresponding to 
temperature To, for which the dependence on the ob
servation angle is given by a general formula derivable 
from the Bianchi type I model [18,3,221, taking (1.2) into 
account, in the form 

T(O) = T. (R.! R.){cos' 0 exp [2 (,p. - P.) I + sin' 0 exp (P. - p.)}-"' 

( () is the angle formed with the Xl axis). The ratio be
tween the difference of the longitudinal «() = 0) and 
transverse «() = lT12) temperatures to the temperature 
for () = 0, taking (3.14a) into account, has the form 

I!.T / T = 1- [s.(e~')D / NI"'. 

By appropriate selection of the parameters of the 
exact solution (3.15) the quantity a TIT can be made 
arbitrarily small, so that the presence of a directed 
flux of free neutrinos in the Bianchi type I model does 
not contradict the observed high degree of isotropy of 
the background radiation. Numerical estimates have 
been given by Doroshkevich, Zel'dovich and Novikov[2]. 

For the equation of state e = p (I' = 2) one can ob
tain an exact solution in the general case of the metric 
(1.1). Making use of (2.5), we obtain from (3.2)-(3.4) 
(here Lb L2, b are scale constants) 

R.=L,('IJ-'IJ.)"'eN "', R,=L,('IJ-'IJ.)", R.=('IJ-'IJ.)"·/L,c'b, 

(3.16) 

a =const;;;' 0, b('IJ-'IJ') ;;;'0. 

Near the singularity 'I = '10 (3.16) has the asymp
totic behavior 

R,'_('I:_'l:.)l+·" R,'- ('1:-'1:.)1+." R,'- ('1:-'1:.)1+." 

y, + y. + y. - 0; 

2a. -1 3a. - a, - 1 V,' + V,' + Va' = 1- 3b'c'D 
v'=~' V,= a,+1 6 (a,+I)" 

which coincides with the solution for matter with 
e = p in the absence of neutrinos (N = 0 )[211, so that 
the singularity may have a point character with Rl 
-0, R2- 0, R3 -0 (0 1 ) 0,02>' 0), the character of 
a "filament" ("cigar") (0102 < 0) or the character of 
a "barrel" (01 = 0 with Rl = const, R2 - 0, R3 - 0 
or 02 = 0)[21,19]. For bl1- + 00 (N > 0) we have R - 00, 

T - 00 in (3.16). For D = 0 (3.16) goes over into the 
solution for neutrinos in vacuo (e = p = 0)[ 1]. 

For R2 = R3 and e = p, N'" 0, according to (3.8a), 
(3.8b), X = const ({3' + 2)2 and the pOints 4,\ = 12 - 3{3,2 
correspond to singularities. 
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The analysis which we have carried out shows the 
influence of a directed flux of neutrinos on the dynam
ics of the anisotropic model, and its dependence on the 
equation of state of the matter. 
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